
LONDON: Italy sold 6.5 billion euros of gov-
ernment debt yesterday, batting away concerns
that recent political ructions would hamper its
ability to borrow money in bond markets. On a
day when other euro zone yields dropped on
global trade tensions, the euro zone’s third
largest economy issued three bonds, placing the
top targeted amount in a 5-6.5 billion euro
range. “The bid-to-cover ratio is a bit below av-
erage but the size is at the high end, which I
think is very encouraging,” said UniCredit fixed
income strategist Luca Cazzulani. 

“There is a wide
range of factors that is
helping, including the
fact that the discussions
(at government level)
are moving to a more
normal set of topics,” he
said. In secondary trad-
ing, Italian government
bond yields gave an
early fall-they were
down 3-4 bps ahead of the auction-and yields
were flat to a touch higher, though analysts said
this was normal when new supply hits the mar-
ket. Italy’s 10-year bond yield was up 1.2 basis
points at 2.84 percent.

The Italian bond market has been hammered
in recent weeks on fears a coalition between
anti-establishment parties, the 5-Star Move-
ment and the League, would embark on high-
spending policies and hinder euro zone

integration with a hard line on the single cur-
rency. But a prominent League eurosceptic sen-
ator told Reuters on Wednesday that Italy’s new
government would do nothing to undermine the
euro and investors have no reason to fear its
agenda.   

“The general tone from the Italian govern-
ment has been a little bit more conciliatory,
which has given markets some comfort that the
budget deficit should stay under control,” said
DZ Bank analyst Andy Cossor.  Other euro zone
government bond yields were a lower on the

day as global trade ten-
sions hit stock markets-
the pan-European stock
index was lower 0.3 per-
cent- forcing some in-
vestors to the safety of
high-grade euro zone
bonds. 

Germany’s 10-year
government bond yield,
the benchmark for the

region, edged lower to 0.306 percent, only a
shade off recent one-month lows. The demand
for bonds is particularly noticeable against the
backdrop of rising inflation - usually a cue for
selling bonds. Italian consumer prices acceler-
ated to 1.5 percent from 1 percent in May, data
showed yesterday, while comparable data for
Spain and some German states was above the
European Central Bank’s target of just below 2
percent. 

They may not be having the same impact
they normally do because the European Central
Bank set out guidance for monetary policy for
the next 18 months in its last meeting. “Given
what the ECB said after its last meeting, I think
it’s unlikely that inflation data today or tomor-
row is going to lead to a significant shift in how

policy is going to play out,” said Cossor of DZ
Bank. A European Union summit scheduled to
begin later in the day could prove disruptive to
bond markets as German Chancellor Angela
Merkel seeks a continent-wide agreement on
migration, an issue that is threatening her gov-
erning coalition. —Reuters

Italy passes auction test as
trade tensions grip markets

Italy sells 6.5 billion euros of bonds, soothing concerns

Most euro zone 
yields lower on 
trade tensions

BERLIN: A Harley-Davidson motorbike parked in front of the Reichstag building which houses Germany’s Bun-
destag lower house of parliament. President Donald Trump has renewed his attacks on Harley-Davidson, ac-
cusing the US motorcycle manufacturer of using the trade war as an ‘excuse’ to move production for the
European market out of the United States. —AFP 

US first-quarter 
GDP growth 
revised down 
to 2.0 percent
WASHINGTON: The US economy slowed more
than previously estimated in the first quarter amid
the weakest performance in consumer spending in
nearly five years, but growth appears to have since
regained momentum on the back of a robust labor
market and tax cuts. Gross domestic product in-
creased at a 2.0 percent annual rate in the January-
March period, the Commerce Department said
yesterday in its third estimate of first-quarter GDP,
instead of the 2.2 percent pace it reported last month. 

The economy grew at a 2.9 percent rate in the
fourth quarter. The downgrade to first-quarter
growth reflected weaker consumer spending and a
smaller inventory accumulation than the government
had estimated last month. A $1.5 trillion income tax
cut package, which came into effect in January, is
seen spurring faster economic growth in the second
quarter, putting annual GDP growth on track to
achieve the Trump administration’s 3 percent target. 

Economists, however, caution that the adminis-
tration’s “America First” policies, which have height-
ened fears of trade wars, are casting a pall over the
economy’s prospects.  The United States is engaged
in tit-for-tat trade tariffs with its major trade part-
ners, including China, Canada, Mexico and the Eu-
ropean Union, which analysts fear could disrupt
supply chains and undercut business investment and
potentially wipe out the fiscal stimulus.  

Growth estimates for the second quarter are as
high as a 5.3 percent rate. Economists had expected
first-quarter GDP growth would be unrevised at a
2.2 percent pace. An alternative measure of eco-
nomic growth, gross domestic income (GDI), in-
creased at a brisk 3.6 percent rate in the
January-March quarter. That was revised up from
the 2.8 percent pace reported last month.

The average of GDP and GDI, also referred to
as gross domestic output and considered a better
measure of economic activity, increased at a 2.8 per-
cent rate in the first quarter, instead of the 2.5 per-
cent pace estimated in May. 

The income side of the growth ledger was
boosted by after-tax corporate profits, which
surged at an 8.7 percent rate last quarter rather
than the 5.9 percent pace reported in May.  The
government slashed the corporate tax rate to 21
percent from 35 percent effective in January.
After-tax profits rose at a 1.7 percent pace in the
fourth quarter. —Reiters

‘Unnecessary rescues’
soar in Nepal 
on profits from 
insurance payouts
LUKLA: Tourists hiking in Nepal’s Himalayan
mountains are being pressured into costly helicop-
ter evacuations at the first sight of trouble by guides
linked to powerful brokers who are making a for-
tune on “unnecessary rescues”, industry insiders
say. Dodgy operators are scamming tens of thou-
sands of dollars from insurance companies by mak-
ing multiple claims for a single chopper ride or
pushing trekkers to accept airlifts for minor ill-
nesses, an investigation by AFP has revealed. 

In other cases, trekking guides, promised com-
mission if they get tourists to return by chopper, are
offering helicopter rides to tired hikers as a quick
way home, but billing them as rescues to insurance
companies.  The practice is so rampant helicopter
pilots are reporting “rescuing” tourists who appear
in perfectly fine health.

“It’s a racket that’s tantamount to fraud, and it’s
happening on a large scale throughout Nepal,” said
Jonathan Bancroft of UK-based Traveller Assist,
which carries out medical evacuations in Nepal on
behalf of global travel insurance companies.
Trekking outfits stand to make more in kickbacks
from evacuating a hiker by helicopter than the cost

of the trek itself, contributing to an alarming rise in
rescues from Nepal’s biggest tourist attraction: the
fabled Himalayas.  Traveller Assist said 2017 was the
most expensive year on record for travel insurance
companies covering tourists in Nepal due to a star-
tling number of helicopter rescues-though this year
is on track to beat it.

There is no centralized dispatch centre for heli-
copter flights in Nepal making it difficult to know
precisely how many evacuations are carried out.
But over the past six years the skies of the Everest
region have turned into a helicopter highway, with
a six-fold increase in the number of choppers in the
air, each logging over 1,000 flying hours per year,
according to industry data.  “We used to see maybe
one helicopter in two or three days. Now we are
seeing 10 or so in a day,” said Thanishwar Bhandari,
who works as a small clinic in the Everest region.
Meanwhile, one foreign pilot, who requested
anonymity, said he rescued trekkers on a near daily
basis in April and May this year, peak trekking sea-
son.  “I think I took three people the whole season
who appeared genuinely ill,” he told AFP.

Australian trekker Jessica Reeves was urged by
her guide to be evacuated by helicopter from near
Everest base camp in October 2017 when she
complained of a common cold. “He kept telling me
to get a helicopter,” Reeves told AFP. “They said
if I keep going it would be really risky so it was
better to leave now instead of risking it.” Reeves
said nine or 10 hikers in her group ended up re-
turning to Kathmandu on three helicopters but
were instructed to say they were alone on the
flight back. —AFP
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